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Effects of Social Deviance Labels on Judgem ents of
Facial Attractiveness: A Com parison of Labelling
Procedures Using Japanese Raters
Rotem K owner
The H ebrew U niversity, Jerusalem , Israel

Are people labelled as social deviants also perceive d as less physically attractive? Four studies conducted in Japan examined judgements of male social-de viants’ attractiveness using several labelling
procedures. Study 1 determined attractiveness judgement and soc ial distance of various social groups,
and Study 2 examined the effect of three labels on attrac tiveness judgement of 16 portraits. In S tudies 3
and 4 subjects w ere asked to match 8 or an unlimited number of the 16 portraits w ith the same 3 labels.
Findings indicate that labe lling a person negatively resulted in a decrease in attractive ness ratings.
Overall, how ever, the labelling pattern w as found to affect attractiveness judge ment. Finally, this study
provides cross-cultural support for the stereotypical association betw een social dev iants and low attractiveness.
Est-ce que les gens eÂ tiqueteÂ s comme socialeme nt deÂ viants, sont aussi percË us comme moins beaux ?
Quatre eÂ tudes conduites au Japon ex aminent les jugements porteÂ s sur la beauteÂ des hommes socialement
deÂ viants, en utilisant plusieurs proc eÂ deÂ s d’ eÂ tiquetage. L’ eÂ tude 1 deÂ termine le jugement de beauteÂ et la
distance sociale de diffeÂ rents groupes sociaux ; l’ eÂ tude 2 examine l’ effet de 3 eÂ tiquetages sur le jugement
de beauteÂ porteÂ sur 16 portraits. Dans les eÂ tudes 3 et 4 on a demandeÂ aux participants de faire
correspondre huit ou un nombre illimiteÂ des 16 portraits. Les reÂ sultats indiquent que le type (neÂ gative)
et le modeÁ le d’ eÂ tiquetage affectent le jugement de beauteÂ . Finalement, cette eÂ tude donne un appui
interculturel pour l’ association steÂ reÂ otypique entre les personnes socialement deÂ viantes et laideur.

We see the w orld the w ay w e do not because that
is the way it is but because we have these w ays of
seeing.
Ludw ig Wittgenstein (1958 )

One of the recurrent the mes in social psycholog y
has been the extent to w hich social reality is
constructed by the partic ipants involv ed in interpersonal inte raction (e.g. Fiske & Neuberg, 1990;
Jussim, 19 91). It has been often demonstrated that
people tend to construct not only their social reality but even the image of the people around them.
Numerous studies on proce sses of impression

formation have show n how social beliefs, physical features, expectations , labels, and other
information about people are integrated to form
judgem ents of them on various dimensions.
Nevertheless, it is still debatabl e how ac curate
suc h perceptions and beliefs are and how much
in¯ uence they exert on the construction of social
reality.
The discourse regarding the relations betw een
soc ial labels, physi cal appearance, and a person’ s
``true’ ’ character seems to have especially long
roots. In one of the milestones of modern criminology, the book The criminal man, Cesare
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Lombroso (1887 ) asserted that criminals are a
product of heredity, and can be recognized
through speci® c anatom ical signs (stigmata) to
be se en on the face. Lombroso, albeit his seemingly novel and ``scienti® c’ ’ approach, w as not
the herald of modern social psychology . He follow ed, in fact, a long tradition of a pseudoscience
called physiogno my, w hich dates to classical
Greece.
Founded by Aristotle, physiognom y w as the
earliest attempt to judg e character and disposition by observing facial features. A few decades
earlier, Plato had established in G reater Hippia s
a dual link betw een beauty and goodness w hich
w ould have a lasting effe ct on physiogno my
(Plato, 1963). Plato, in fact, meant moral rather
than physical beauty, but the association spread
to other ® elds, and eventuall y facial beauty
becam e one of the major e lements in physiog nomy. Consequently, the basic assumption of
``modern’ ’ physiognomy, w hich emerged during
the Enlightenment, was that facial appearance
corresponds to mental reality, and that facial
beauty represe nts goodness and truth (Graham,
19 93; Rive rs, 1994).
Althoug h theories linking facial features and
character lacked empirical rigour and received
very little scienti® c support, they all attrac ted
legions of follow ers (Alley, 1988 ; Brandt,
19 80). In fact, regardless of people’ s knowledge
of physiognom y, all humans are am ateur ``physiognomists’ ’ , since they seek to rely on the rich
inform ation they obtain from others’ faces w hen
making inferences about their character and personality (Berry & McArthur, 1986; McArthur,
19 82). Hence, it is not surprising , perhaps, that
physiogno mic belie fs have persisted till today
(Hat® eld & Sprecher, 19 86; but see also Eagly ,
Ashmore, Makhijani , & Longo, 1991; Feingold,
19 92). They are manifested, for example, in the
association people tend to make betw een high
attractiveness and positiv e stereotypes on one
hand (Berscheid & Walster, 1974; Dion, Berscheid, & Walster, 1972), and low attractiveness
and social deviancy on the other.

Deviancy and Stereotypes of
Physical Attractiveness
From a social and psychologi cal point of view , the
stereotypical association between social deviants
and low attractiveness is of greater importance
due to the detrimental im plications it has on those
w ho are labell ed as social deviants as w ell as on

those who are perceiv ed as unattractive. Whether
``deviant’ ’ people are perceived as unattractive or
unattractive people are labelled as deviants, both
are suffering from labelling effec ts, w hich is a
phenomena w hereby a perceive rs’ evaluation
and judg ement of different targets is dependent
on the groups to which individua l targets belong
(Jussim, Nelson, Manis, & Sof® n, 1995). Applying a label to a target person, as studies on various
aspects of human interaction show , often in¯ uences how perceivers judge and evaluate that target’ s behaviour and fe atures (e.g . Kowner, 1996).
In the same fashion, labelling also in¯ uences
the w ay perceivers judg e a target person’ s appearance (e.g . Innala & Ernulf, 1994 ; Shepherd, Ellis,
McMurran, & Davies, 1978). This effect also
occurs in the opposite direction, that is, less
attractive individual s are more likely to be
selected as having symptoms of mental disorder
(Jones, Hannson, & Phillips , 19 78) or epilepsy
(Hannson & Duf® e ld, 1976), and even clinici ans
tend to attribute unattractive patients w ith less
favourabl e prognoses than attractive patie nts
(B arocas & Vance, 19 74).
From personal and shared social experience,
the individua l perceive r derives a set of person
``types’’ that are presented in the form of abstract
images or interrelated features. In her model of
impression form ation, Brew er (1988) argued that
person categories are usuall y pictoliteral representations , and compared to nonvisual concepts,
are more speci® c, con® gural, and unmediated by
verbal descriptions (see also Klatzky , 1984).
Research on social stereotypes indicates that
stereotype s have a visual component and that
labels associated w ith certain people (women,
law yers, e tc.) can e licit rich visual images of the
kind of person represente d by the label (Deaux &
Lewis, 19 84; Klatzky, Martin, & Kane, 1982).
Further, these studies suggest that individuals
maintai n visual ``templates’’ that correspond to
memorable social experiences, and that verbal
labels elicit visual characteristics and visual information gene rates trait inferences.
Images of deviancy are a special case of general cognitiv e tools called categories, w hich people use to desc ribe and sort the w orld. If w e de® ne
social deviancy as a departure of certain types of
behaviour from the norms of a particular society
or group at a particular time (Clinard, 19 68;
Dinitz , Dynes, & Clark, 1969), a w ide variety of
labels may be include d under this de® nition. Yet,
are all of them associated with low attractiveness?
Not necessarily.
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The relations betw een physical appearance and
the tw o labels, feminist and homosexual, have
been giv en partic ular attention. The ® rst studies
on the association betwe en attractiveness and
feminist attitudes (advoc acy of w omen’ s rights)
pointed out a tendency to associate low attrac tiveness with support for feminist cause s (Goldberg,
Gottesdiener, & Abramson, 1975; Jacobson &
Koch, 1978). How ever, several researchers w ho
did not ® nd such difference argued that social
attitudes tow ard feminism had been shifting and
that it had become an acceptable value (Johnson,
Doiron, Brooks, & Dickinson, 1978; Johnson,
Holborn, & Turcotte, 19 79). This argument w as
supported by Unger, Hilderbrand, and Madar
(1982), w ho found feminism to be associated
with unattractive males but not with unattractive
females.
Similar evolution has been considered to occur
in the social perceptions of homose xuals . Gurw itz
and Marcus (1978) found that homosexual s w ere
stereotyped as less attractive than heterosexual,
whereas Unger et al. (1982) pointed out that the
stereotypes vary according to gender differences.
That is, le sbians w ere found to be associated with
low attractiveness whereas homosexual m en w ere
not. Conrad and Schneider (1980) suggested that
the attitude tow ard homosexual s re¯ ects a general
shift in the United States from a moral-im moral
vocabulary to a healthy-si ck vocabulary in
describing deviance.

Could the Labelling Pattern Affect
Attractiveness Judgem ent?
Several reasons may acc ount for the inconsistent
effect of labels of deviancy upon judg ements of
attractive ness. One possibili ty is that the samples
of raters (and targe t persons) in the studies mentioned earlier differed substantiall y from each
other in their attitudes tow ard social deviants.
Alternativ e ly, a number of researchers have suggested that the changing attitudes were a result of
a period effect; namely, a recent increase in social
aw areness and consequently in liberal attitudes
toward social deviancy in the USA (e.g. Innala
& Ernulf, 1994). Althoug h these tw o accounts are
plausibl e, another explanation may underlie the
research methodolog y used by researchers in the
® eld.
A close examination of the various studie s on
this topic suggests that only few of them used
similar measures or proce dures. This observation
matches a general pattern of research. Nam ely,
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soc ial psychologists have c oncentrated on processes of impression formation, while not examining the manner in which labelling is appli ed
suf® cie ntly. B ecause judgement of attractiveness
is based on perception, I sought initiall y to distinguish betw een tw o types of labelling .
1. Abstract labellingÐ A categorizing process
people conduct on an imagery target. Abstract
labelling only concerns targets that cannot be
sensed (e.g. visually , audibly , tactually ) during
the process of labelling . When this type of labelling is used in experimental procedure, it denotes
that subjects are instruc ted to imagine target persons (mem bers of a deviant group) and to rate
them on various measures.
2. Concrete labe llingÐ A categorizing process
people conduct on a concrete target-pe rson. Concrete labelling concerns targets that can be se nsed
to a various extent (e.g. observing them in real life
or pictures, hearing their voice) during the process
of labe lling . When this type of labelling is used in
experime ntal procedure , it denotes that subjects
are instructed to rate target persons (members of a
deviant group) with w hom they have physic al
contact, or at least a concrete representation of
that person (e.g. photographs , video).
There are several important differences
betw een abstract labelling and concrete labellin g.
People conducting abstract labe lling are focused
on the labe l rather than on personal features.
Be cause they deal w ith a schema of a particular
group and only few competing representations can
disrupt their response, they tend to asse ss the
features in question in extreme terms. When conducting concrete labe lling , how ever, pe ople are
exposed to perceptual images of individual s rather
than unidividuate images of a w hole group. Consequently, several competing feature s of the targets
(e.g. age, hair style, perceived emotion, and
m ainly ``personality ’ ’ ) may interfere w ith their
assessment (Stangor & Lange, 19 94). Thus,
w hen conducting abstract labelling people evaluate a trait whereas in concrete labelling people
judge a trait, which amounts to more than a
semantic difference.
Concrete labelling can further be differentiated
according to the source of the label.
1. Imposed labellingÐ The identi® cation of a
soc ial object is c onducted by an external source
and transmitted in various w ay s to the person
w ho makes the judg ement. When this type of
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labelling is used in experimental procedure, it
denotes that target people are depicted as
socially deviant, and raters w ho are aware of
the deviancy are requested to rate the targets’
physi cal attractiveness (e.g. Innala & Ernulf,
19 94; Shepherd et al. 19 78).
2. Se lf-generated labellingÐ The identi® cation
of a social object is conducted by the pe rson w ho
makes the judg ement. When this type of labelling
is used in e xperimental procedure, it denotes that
raters are presented w ith target people, w hose
attractiveness was evaluated beforehand. They
are told that one or more member of the group
is socially deviant and asked to match targets w ith
the pertinent label (e.g. Hansson & Duf® eld,
19 76; Jones et al., 1978).
There are se veral important differences
betw een im posed labelling and se lf-ge nerated
labelling . First, the stereotyping mode used in
imposed labelling and self-generated labelling
differs substantiall y. In the former labelling pattern, the attractiveness evaluatio n is based on the
inference that ``w hat is good is beautiful ’ ’ , w hich
means that the (negativ e) label affects the attractiveness judg ement. In contrast, the latter pattern
is base d on the inference ``w hat is beautiful is
good’ ’ , w hich means that the (low ) attractiveness
judgement of a target determines its label.
Second, labels use d in imposed labelling are de® nite w hereas labels used in self-gene rated labelling are speculative. In other w ords, people w ho
have limited information about others cannot discard or ignore labels about them, even if these
labels are imposed by others. In the case of selfgenerated labelling , how ever, it is based on speculation and thus as long as one cannot con® rm the
labels, their impact rem ains limited.
A third difference betw een the tw o patterns is
conce rned w ith the awareness of the task. In
imposed labelling , the attractiveness evaluation
is overt, whereas in the self-generated labelling
it is covert. People’ s aw areness of the task may
have implications on their responses because, as
Dovidio, Evans, and Tyler (1986) observed, w hen
subjects view social-group primes for several seconds and are asked to respond in a stereotypical
fashion, they tend to modify their response criteria according to their assumptions about the
researchers’ hypothesis or what they perceive as
socially adequate, but not ne cessarily acc ording to
w hat they ``really’ ’ think or feel.
The fourth difference concerns social de sirability . Imposed labelling involves social de sir-

ability, which in turn may affect evaluation of
certain labels, w hereas self-generated labelling
does not, as the prejudicial aspects are cov ert.
Hence, imposed labelling affe cts attractiveness
judg ement of targets labelled as deviants w hom
judg es believe to have little social desirability,
either as a result of a conformity to social consensus or a personall y felt negative affect. This
impact of social desirability oc curs because the
demand for attractive judgement is ov ert and
judg es are aware of both the task and the prejudicial attitudes they expose. In contrast, selfgenerated labelling affects attractiveness judg ement of targets labelled as deviants w hom judges
believe to be physi cally different from nonlabelled ``normal’ ’ targets. This is because subjects are not aware they are conducting attractiveness judgement and thus they are more likely
to reveal their genuine attitudes tow ard the
targe ts.

The Cultural Factor: The Setting of
the Labels in Question
Jussim et al. (1995) argued that the extent to
which people like or dislike different groups provides a m ore complete understanding of how
group labels in¯ uence person pe rception. In the
prese nt study, this proposition is of particular
importance because it w as conducted in a place
where cultural dictums and social affection may
differ from North America, w here most of the
rese arch on this topic has been conducted (cf.
Markus & Kitayama, 19 91; Weisz, Rothbaum,
& Blackburn, 1984). I w as particularly interested
in three labels: ``homosexual ’ ’ (dose iaisha ),
``mental patient’’ (seishin byo to shindan sareta
jinbuts u [ lit. person diagnos ed as mentally ill] )
and ``artist’ ’ (geiju tsuka), because they are clearly
de® ned in Japan and thus can easily be compared
with each other.
Japanese homosexuality has an intricate history. During the Tokugaw a e ra (1603± 1867) it
was ofte n considered as ``a passion more noble
and more gracious than heterosexuality ’ ’ . It was
encourag ed, especially within the samurai class,
whereas the love of w omen w as often devalued
for its so-called ``feminizing effect’ ’ (Watanabe &
Iw ata, 1989, p. 11). The rapid acquisition of
Western values and morals, howeve r, graduall y
eradicated this tradition, and ``an anti-homosexual
society has been established’’ (Watanabe & Iw ata,
1989 , p. 11). Whereas the negative implications
of labelling a person as a homosexual are rather
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modern ones, mental illness has had negativ e
connotations in Japan since early history. Nevertheless, the recent history of mental illness in
Japan has w itnessed an opposite course to that
of homosexuality .
Having a family member suffering from a
mental disorder had been traditionall y considered
a great strain on one’ s family lineage and
remained so until recently. Due to the scarcity
of m ental institutions , the burden of caring for
mental patients w as placed on the family. Hidden from curious neighbours , people suffering
from mental disorder were often left alone in a
cold dark room or in a barn. Althoug h negativ e
attitudes tow ard mental illness have lessened
considerably today , medical practitioners may
still give schizophrenic patients a disguised diag nosis or ``neurasthenia’ ’ to protect them from
social prejudice associated w ith m ental illne ss
(Munakata, 1989 ). Moreov er, being labelled as
mentally ill may still affect the prospect of marriage for other family members, because it is
perceiv ed as a characteristic w hich is transferred
in the blood (Hayashida, 1976). The third label,
``artist’’ , w as chosen bec ause of the positive and
somewhat deviant connotation s it seems to have
in mainstream society.

The Present Study
The main purpose of the present study w as to
investigate the extent to w hich various labe lling
patterns, de® ned for the ® rst time in the study,
have differing effects on attractiveness judgement
of people labelled as social deviants . The fact that
the study w as conducted in Japan led to a crosscultural subgoal , that is, to examine the existence
of labelling effect of deviancy on attractivene ss
judgement in a non-Western culture. Consequently, three hy pothese s were examined:
1. Abstract labelling results in more polari zed
attractive ness evaluation than concrete labelling.
That is, abstract labelling results in lower attractiveness evaluation of groups considered as
socially de viant, and higher attractiveness evaluation of groups considered as non-deviant.
2. Self-generated and impose d labelling result
in diffe rent attractiveness judg ements depending
on the perception of each label w ithin a speci® c
culture or group of subjects exam ined.
3. The Japane se attitudes tow ard deviants
resemble the negativ e attitudes found earlier in
other Western countries. This is due to a universal
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effect of categorization, which links ne gativ e
stereotypes regarding deviancy with attitudes
and perceptions.

STUDY 1
Effect of Abstract Labelling on
Attractiveness Judgem ent
Overview
The ® rst study sought to identify social perceptions in Japan tow ard several groups of presumed
deviant and non-deviant people, using measures
of social acceptance and evaluation of physi cal
attractiveness. This study employed abstract
labelling , by asking subjects to im ag ine typical
persons in each label and to rate their attractiveness as w ell as a subjects’ w illingness to ac cept
them as friends.

Method
Subjects and Design. The subjec ts w ere 160
undergraduates (80 males and 80 female s; mean
age 6 SD = 21.0 6 2.8 years) enrolled in the
University of Tsukuba. All were nativ e Japanese
w ho participated at the request of their instructors.
The desig n consisted of two dependent variables:
rating s of attractiveness and soc ial acceptance,
and one repeate d measure w ithin-subjects independent variabl e called group.
Testing Material. Tw o que stionnaires were
use d in this study. The ® rst, the Physical Attractiveness Questionnaire, lists nine groups of men
w ith various labels, to be rated for attractiveness
on a scale ranging from 1 (very unattractive) to 7
(very attractive). Four of the nine groups w ere
presumed to carry a positiv e labe l connotation
(``physicians’ ’ , ``academics’ ’ , ``artists’ ’ , ``w hite
collar employees’’ ), four groups w ere presumed
to carry a negativ e label connotatio n (``exconvicts’ ’ , ``mental patients’ ’ , ``homosexuals ’ ’ ,
``obese’ ’ ), and the subjects’ ow n group (``students’ ’ ) w as a baseline, w hich could be considered from the viewpoint of the subjects as a nolabel condition. The second que stionnaire, the
Social Acceptance Questionnaire, is comprised
of the same list of nine groups used in the ® rst
questionnaire. Subjects are requested to imagine a
person from each group and to indicate their w illingness to accept that person as a friend. R atings
range from 1 (absolu tely unw illing to accept) to 7
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(ab solutely willin g to accept). The groups w ere
liste d in various orders to avoi d interference of
group position.
Procedure . The survey was conducted in a
classroom and pre sented as ``A survey on group
image ’’ . Subjects randomly received either the
Physical Attractiveness Questionnaire or the
Social Acceptance Questionnaire, and we re asked
to imagine male members of each of the nine
groups and to rate their attractiveness or willing ness to accept them as friends.

Results
To determine whether the label of the groups
rated and the sex of the raters affected the attractiveness evaluations of the nine groups , a
repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOV A)
w as conducted on the attractiveness scores of the
nine groups using group and subjects’ sex as
independent variables. There w as a main effect
of group, F (8, 624) = 39 .1, P < .000 1, and an
interaction betw een group and se x, F (8, 624) =
2.5, P < .01. Artists (M = 4.84 ) w ere rated as the
most attractive, students (M = 4.50) , who served
as a baseline group, w ere rated third, and obese
persons (M = 2.66) were rated as the le ast attractive. A similar ANOV A conducted on the social
acceptance scores of the nine groups yielded
main effects of group and sex, F(8, 624 ) =
64 .2, P < .0001 ; F(1, 624) = 5.8, P < .02,
respectively, and an interaction betw een group
and sex, F(8, 624) = 5.0, P < .0001. Students
w ere rated as the most desirable group (M =

6.34) , w hereas mental patients were rated as
the least desirable (M = 3.40). Women’ s ratings
(M = 4.86) of social acceptance toward the nine
groups w ere higher than men’ s rating s (M =
4.53 ) (Table 1).
Subsequently, repeated measure ANOV As
were conducted on the three groups (``artist,’ ’
``homosexual,’ ’ ``mental patient’’ ) in each questionnaire. Artists w ere rated the highe st (M =
4.84) , w hereas mental patients (M = 3.04 ) and
homosexual s (M = 2.90) w ere rated almost the
same and much low er, F(2, 156) = 48 .5, P <
.000 1. A similar analysis of the social acceptance
ratings revealed that artists w ere the most desirable (M = 4.95), w hereas homosexual s (M = 3.55 )
and m ental patients (M = 3.40) were rated almost
the same and much lower, F(2, 156) = 40.1, P <
.000 1. In addition , there w as a main effect of sex:
women (M = 4.39 ) expressed more acceptance
toward the three groups than did m en (M =
3.54), F(1, 78) = 14 .7, P <. 0002. The analy sis
also revealed an interaction betw een group and
sex, especially in regard to homosexuals and mental patients. A repeated-measure ANOVA on
these tw o labels indicated that w om en expressed
greater acceptance for homosexual s (M = 4.43 )
than for mental patients (M = 3.55) , w hereas men
rated mental patients (M = 3.25 ) as more desirable than homosexual s (M = 2.6 8), F(1, 78) =
13.1, P < .0 005. Women also rated both labels
higher than males, F(1, 78) = 16.3, P < .0001
(Table 1).
Finally , w e examined sex differenc es in the
rank order of the average ratings for the nine
labels. Spearman rank coef® cient for the ratings

TABLE 1
Attractiveness and Social Acceptance Scores for Nine Labels (the Indicators of Signi® cance Refer to Sex Difference)
Attractiveness Judgement
Total
(N = 80)
M (SD)

Men
(N = 40)
M (SD)

Artists
Homosexuals
Mental patients

4.84 (1.35)
2.90 (1.62)
3.04 (1.38)

4.70 (1.57)
2.63 (1.68)
3.10 (1.55)

Students
Ex-convicts
Academics
Obese persons
Physicians
White collar
employees

4.50
2.93
4.39
2.66
4.59
3.96

4.42
3.25
4.53
2.95
4.78
3.73

Label Group

(0.99)
(1.41)
(1.36)
(1.25)
(1.23)
(1.11)

*P < .1; **P < .05; ***P < .00 01.

(1.13)
(1.37)
(1.36)
(1.34)
(1.27)
(0.96)

Social Acceptance

Women
(N = 40)
M (SD)

Total
(N = 80)
M (SD)

M en
(N = 40)
M (SD)

Wome n
(N = 40)
M (SD)

4.96 (1.10)
3.18 (1.53)
2.98 (1.21)

4.95 (1.31)
3.55 (1.79)
3.40 (1.32)

4.70 (1.32)
2.68 (1.54)
3.25 (1.32)

5.20 (1.27)*
4.43 (1.58)***
3.55 (1.32)

4.56
2.60
4.25
2.38
4.40
4.20

6.34
3.46
4.93
5.08
5.20
5.34

6.28
3.40
4.95
5.15
5.13
5.23

6.40
3.53
4.90
5.00
5.28
5.45

(0.84)
(1.39)**
(1.35)
(1.10)**
(1.17)
(1.20)*

(0.84)
(1.30)
(1.10)
(1.36)
(1.06)
(1.02)

(0.91)
(1.32)
(1.24)
(1.33)
(1.04)
(0.95)

(0.78)
(1.30)
(0.96)
(1.40)
(1.09)
(1.09)
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made by men and w omen indicated that there w as
signi® cant agreem ent betw een subjects of both
sexes regarding most of the labels, either for
attractive ness (Rho = .80, 9 items) or social
acceptance (Rho = .90, 9 items).
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of this study w as to examine the effect of imposed
labelling (using the sam e groups as in Study 1) on
physical attractiveness judg ement of photographs
of 16 males.

Method
Discussion
The ® nding s con® rmed the initial predictions
concerning the negativ e connotation of the
``homosexual ’ ’ and the ``mental patient’ ’ labels,
and the positive connotation of the ``artist’ ’ label
regarding physi cal attractiveness evaluation and
social acceptance. The ® nding s also revealed a
sex difference concerning the social acceptance
of homosexual and mental-patient men. Although,
in general, there w as high agreem ent among men
and women raters regarding most of the labels,
they differed in their social acceptance scores for
homosexuals and to a lesser e xtent for m ental
patients. Our male subjects expressed marked
repulsion toward hom osexual s by rating them as
the least attractive and as the least socially desirable group. Thus, our sample of 80 Japanese male
students revealed the presence of strong homophobia, w hich is classically de® ned as the dread
of being in close quarters with homosexual s (cf.
Weinberg, 1972). Earlier studies found that
homophobi c individual s tend to attribute more
negative traits to homosexual men than to heterosexuals . They also indicate that men, notabl y
Western men, express greater hom ophobia than
women (e.g. Steffensmeier & Steffensmeier,
1974). It is clear, in our case, that the fear of
contact with homosexuals , rather than close
familiarity w ith them, is the cause of the low
attractive ness rating s for people abstractly
labelled as homosexuals .

STUDY 2
Effect of Imposed Labelling on
Attractiveness Judgem ent
Overview
The ® ndings of the ® rst study point out the
existence of notable differences in rating s of physical attractiveness of artists and students (who
served as a baseline group) on one hand, and the
homosexuals and mental patients on the other.
Neverthe less, it was hypothesiz ed that once raters
face real targets, or even their photographs (concrete labelling) , under the sam e labels, the difference w ould greatly diminish. Hence, the purpose

Subjects and Design. The subjec ts w ere 308
undergraduates (184 males and 124 females;
m ean age 6 SD = 19.6 6 1.2 years) enrolled in
either Utsunomiya University, Utsunomiya, or the
University of Information and Library, Tsukuba,
both in the vicinity of Tokyo. All w ere nativ e
Japanese w ho participated at the request of their
instructors. Scores of 11 subjects w ho either did
not understand the instructions or did not fully
cooperate we re deleted. The design consisted of
tw o between-subjects factors: group (``homose xual’ ’ , ``mental patient’ ’ , and ``artist’ ’ ) and subjects’ sex, and one within-subj ects factor:
labelling (sc ores of labelled target persons vs.
scores of persons not labelled).
Testing Material.
1. StimuliÐ Six teen portraits of Japanese norm al male adults with unknow n sexual orientation
w ere used (mean age = 32.9; range = 19 ± 50
years). The y w ere photographed with a 35mm
camera at a ® xed distance, and w ere instructed
to look directly at the lens of the camera, and to
present a neutral expression. The 16 pictures were
selected from a large pool to represent a wide
range of attractiveness. During the preparation
of the portraits all background details and clothes
w ere erased from the monochrome pictures to
avoi d indication of status or other irrelevant inform ation. The resulting portraits w ere presented in a
form of a bookl et with a single 25 3 18 cm on
each page. The pictures w ere divided to two clusters, each comprised of eight pictures of a similar
age and attractiveness range.
2. QuestionnairesÐ The dependent measure of
this study was the rating s of facial attractiveness
of the stimuli. Each stimulus person w as evaluated on a 10-point Likert scale ranging from very
unattractive (1) to very attractive (10). This measure and the two clusters of pictures were
arrang ed in bookl ets. Eac h booklet contained
explanation s regarding the purpose of the study,
and one of the tw o eig ht-picture c lusters arrang ed
in a random order (the physical attractiveness
m easure w as attached in the bottom of each
picture). The second part included further expla-
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nation about one of the three groups used in the
study, follow ed by the remaining eig ht pictures.
Procedure . The study w as conducted in a
class setting and w as presented as ``Research on
the relation betw een the face and genetic constitution’ ’ . Each subject randoml y received an envelope containin g the questionnaire and the picture
bookl et. The ® rst part of each bookl et w as identical, and the subjects w ere sim ply asked to rate
the eight pictures (``the no-label cluster’ ’ ) as ``a
part of facial recognition rese arch.’’ After a short
break, the subjects were told that the following
eight pictures (``the labelled cluster’ ’ ) as a whole
w ere either of homose xuals , mental patients, or
artists. At this stage, the subje cts w ere provided
w ith an explanation regarding the experiment in
order to induce their cooperation. It stated that
there had been growing evidence for a link
betw een the human face and one’ s genetic constitution, and that the present research aim ed to
examine that link. Upon completion, the subjects
w ere debriefed about the manipulatio n and the
goals of the study.

Results
A preliminary analysis of the average attractiveness score of the two eig ht-picture clusters
indicated that the y did not differ from each other
in the no-label condition. Subsequently, the effect
of the group on the attractiveness rating s w ere
analys ed. A 3 (group) 3 2 (sex) repeated measure
ANOV A on the ratings with and w ithout labels
revealed m ain e ffects of group and labe lling ,
F(2, 288) = 3.4, P < .04; F(1, 288) = 4.0, P <
.05, respectively, as w ell as an interaction
betw een group and labelling , F(2, 288) = 9.6, P
< .0 001. Artists, again, w ere rated as the most
attractive (M = 4.56) , whereas mental patients
(M = 4.10) and homosexual s (M = 3.89) w ere

rated as the least attractive. Analysis w ithin
each group revealed a main effect of labelling
only within the homosexual group. Targets
labelled as homosexual (M = 3.89) w ere rated as
less attrac tive than w hen not so labelled (M =
4.32), F (1, 102) = 27.7 , P < .0001 (Table 2).

Discussion
The ® nding s show that negativ e labels may
decrease attractiveness rating s of unfam iliar people under various labels (in this case , the re w as a
clear effect for the label of homosexual s but not
for mental patients), w hereas positive labels may
somew hat increase their ratings. Compared w ith
abstract labelling , the ® nding s also demonstrate
that the effect of concrete labelling on attractiveness judg ements is much w eaker. It appears that
the difference s betw een the rating s for people
labelled w ith positive (or baseline labels) and
negativ e labels are about 0.5 SD, as compared
with 1± 2 SD in the abstract labelling condition
examined in Study 1.
Interestingly , the sex difference w e found in
Study 1 regarding the attractiveness ratings of
homosexual men was not revealed in this study.
The lac k of sex difference suggests that homophobia, which affecte d attractiveness ratings of
men labe lled as homose xual in the abstract label
condition, has little effect, if any, on the ratings of
men labelled as homosexual whe n they can be
observed (concrete label).

STUDY 3
Effect of Self-generated Labelling on
Attractiveness Judgem ent (1)
Overview
The third study examined the effec t of selfgenerated labelling on attractiveness ratings of

TABLE 2
Attractiveness Score for Labelled and Non-labelle d Stimulus People
Total
(N = 294)

Label Group
Artis ts
Homosexuals
Mental patients

Men
(N = 171)

Women
(N = 123)

N

Label
M (SD)

No Label
M
(SD)

Label
M (SD)

No Label
M (SD)

Label
M (SD)

No Label
M (SD)

93
103
97

4.56 (1.06)
3.89 (1.11)
4.10 (1.06)

4.38 (1.07)
4.32 (1.02)**
4.18 (1.16)

4.56 (0.88)
4.00 (1.21)
4.14 (1.12)

4.41 (1.09)
4.32 (1.02)*
4.16 (1.37)

4.54 (1.43)
3.79 (1.00)
4.04 (0.98)

4.34 (1.04)
4.19 (0.96)*
4.20 (0.83)

*P < .00 1; **P < .0001.

DEVIANCE AND APPEARANCE STEREOTY PING

people labelled as deviants. In this type of labelling, in w hich labels are attached to target persons by the rater, the feature in question (such as
attractive ness) is not salient but can be inferred
indirectly. Webster and Driskell (1983 ) argued
that physical attractiveness is use d as a diffuse
status characteristic similar to sex, race, and
even age. In these terms, status is provided by
the social expectation of attractive people’ s
greater competenc e, and therefore serves as a
useful clue of people’ s ability to perform tasks.
We have seen this notion supported indirectly in
Study 1, in w hich people w ith positiv e labels
we re considered to be more attractive than people with negativ e labels. Therefore it is hy pothesized that w hen people are giv en the opportunity
to attach labe ls to others, they tend to attach
labels of deviancy to people they judg e as le ss
attractive . Deviants are undoubtedly considered
to have lower status in any society, and since w e
have lesse r expectations about their competence
we also tend to consider them as less attractive.
Study 3 employed the same set of stimulus persons used in the previous study. This set comprised of 16 target persons w hose attractivene ss
was evaluate d beforehand in a no-label condition. Subjects w ere told that eig ht of the se target
persons w ere either artists, homosexuals , or mental patients, w hereas the remaining eig ht persons
we re ordinary people. Subjects were asked to
select the pertinent people.

Method
Subjects and Design. The subjects w ere 124
undergraduates (63 females and 62 males; mean
age 6 SD = 21.2 6 2.2 years) enrolled at e ither
Meikai University or a small w omen’ s college
(name w ithheld), both in the Tokyo metropolitan
area. All w ere nativ e Japanese who participated at
the request of their instructors. The design consisted of two betw een-subjects factors: group and
subjects’ sex, and one within-subj ects factor:
labelling (scores of eig ht persons labe lled vs. the
eig ht non-labell ed persons).
Testing Material.
1. Stimuli Ð Sixteen portraits of Japanese male
adults used in Study 2 w ere em ployed. In the
present study, how ever, they w ere arrang ed in
two clusters (``portrait sheets’ ’ ) each comprising
eig ht 8 3 6cm photograph s in four order varia-
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tions. A unique letter of identi® cation w as placed
next to each portrait.
2. Questionna ireÐ The questionnaire contained a list of letters matching the letters on the
portrait sheets. Three forms of questionnaires
w ere prepared, each of them dealing with a separate label condition. Each condition include d a
statement that eight of the unidenti® ed pictures
belonged to one group of labe lled people (either
m ental patients, homosexuals, or artists), w hereas
the remaining eight pictures belonged to ordinary
persons (no-labelled people). Subjects w ere asked
to mark the letters of the persons they thought
belonged to the labelled group.
Proc edure. Similarly to the previous study,
the experiment w as prese nted as ``Rese arch
regarding the relation betw een face and genetic
constitution’ ’ . Each subject randoml y received
one of the three questionnaires and the portrait
she ets. The subjects w ere provided with an explanation regarding the experiment identical to the
one used in Study 2. The subjects w ere instructed
to observe the faces carefully and to mark the
eight pictures of the people w hom they thought
belonged to the labelled group they had been
told about. In this w ay, each subject divided
the portraits into eig ht labell ed and eight nonlabelled targets. Upon completion, they were
debriefed about the manipulatio n and the goal s
of the study.

Results
The judg em ent made in the no-label condition
in Study 2 provided us w ith reliabl e attractiveness
rating s for each of the 16 portraits, w hich were
use d agai n in this study. Althoug h the raters in
Study 2 and Study 3 we re not the same, the large
sample of students in Study 2 is assumed to provide a fair representation of students in the area of
Tokyo and its periphery. Thus, w e could indirectly asse ss the attractive ness judge ment of the
pictures selecte d in this study by matching the
eight portraits each subject marked as w ell as
the remaining portraits w ith their original attractiveness score s. In this w ay, for each subject
w e had one mean attractiveness score for the
eight pictures he or she assigned to one of the
three label conditions , and another mean attractive score for the eight unassigned (or nonlabelled) pictures, w hich represented ``ordinary
people ’ ’ .
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A mixed-design ANOV A w ith the group and
subjects’ sex and with repeate d measures of the
mean attractivene ss scores for the labelled and
non-labelled portraits (eight photos each) yielded
a main effec t of labe lling , F(1, 11 6) = 13.7 ,
P < .0003 , and an interaction betwe en labelling
and label group, F(2, 11 6) = 17.7 , P < .00 01.
Portraits of people labelled as homosexual s (M =
4.35 ) and artists (M = 4.31) w ere rated as the
most attractive, whereas portraits of people
labelled as m ental patients w ere rated as the least
attractive (M = 4.01). Planned comparisons
w ithin each group yielded a main effect of labelling only for mental patients, w hose mean attractiveness ratings for eig ht portraits w as
signi® cantly low er (M = 4.01 ) than those of the
non-labelled portraits (M = 4.55), F(1, 41) =
53 .9, P < .0001 (see Table 3).
In addition, w e exam ined the correlations
betw een the num ber of times each picture w as
selected w ithin each label group. There was a
high correlation betw een the choice of pictures
in the artists and the homosexual s label groups ,
r = .68, P < .003 (16 items), but no correlation
betw een the pictures selected for either the artists
and the mental patients groups (r = .12) or
betw een the mental patients and the homosexual s
groups (r = 2 .0 03).

Discussion
The results indicate that w hen subjects w ere
given the opportunity to attach labels of artist or
homosexual by themselves, their choice of stimuli
w as not affected by attractiveness level. In contrast, w hen asked to attac h the mental patient
label, the subjects selected target people less
attractive than the average. The high correlation
obtained betw een the portraits selected in the
artist and the homosexual conditions suggests
that Japane se students have sim ilar attractiveness
stereotypes for faces of male artists and homosexuals, but different stereotypes for faces of m ale
mental patients.

STUDY 4
Effect of Self-generated Labelling on
Attractiveness Judgem ent (2)
Overview
The fourth study sought to examine w hether the
number of people labe lled as deviant w ithin a speci® c group affects their attractivene ss ratings. Identical in most of its features to Study 3, this study reexamined the effect of self-generated labelling ,
differing only in the num ber of target persons
labelled. Whereas in the pervious study, subjects
were asked to assign eight portraits in each label
condition, in this study they w ere not instructe d as
to how m any labelled persons they ought to select.
It was hy pothesized that the free choice of target
persons w ould slightl y overstate the labelling
effect obtained in Study 3, because subjects may
assign only the most or least attractive persons to
each of the label groups . It w as also expected that
the number of portraits selected in each group in
this study w ould corre late with the number of
portraits selected in each group in Study 3.

Method
Subjects and Design. The subjects w ere 90
undergraduates (52 females and 38 males, mean
ag e 6 SD = 19.2 6 0.9 years) enrolled in Meikai
University. All we re nativ e Japanese w ho participated at the request of their instructors. The
design consisted of tw o between-subjects factors:
group and subjects’ sex, and one w ithin-subjects
factor: labelling (the score of the target persons
labelled vs. scores of the non-labelled persons).
Testing Material.
1. Stimuli Ð This used the same stimuli as in
Study 3.
2. QuestionnairesÐ This use d the same questionnaires as in Study 3.

TABLE 3
Attractiveness Score for Labelled and
Non-Labelled Stimulus People (8 Selections)

Label Group

N

Labelled
M (SD)

Non-labelled
M (SD)

F

Artis ts
Homosexuals
Mental patients

40
39
40

4.31 (0.21)
4.35 (0.24)
4.01 (0.21)

4.33 (0.21)
4.29 (0.23)
4.55 (0.20)

0.1
0.2
53.9**

*P < .001 ; **P < .0001.
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Procedu re. The procedure w as the same as
that in Study 3 w ith one difference: the subjects
we re told that the portraits in eac h condition contained one or more persons w ho belong ed to a
labelled group (each subject received one label
condition) . The subjec ts w ere instructed to mark
those target persons, and in this w ay c ould asse ss
the mean attractiveness score for labelled and
non-labelle d targets for each subject.

Results
Similar to the procedure explained in Study 3,
we assessed the attractiveness judgement of the
pictures selected in this study by matc hing the
portraits each subje ct marked as w ell as the
remaining portaits w ith their attractiveness scores
from Study 2. In this w ay, for each subject w e
had one mean attractiveness score for the pictures he or she assigned to one of the three label
conditions , and another mean attractiveness score
for all the remaining unassigned (or non-labe lled)
pictures, w hich w ere represented as ordinary
people .
A
mix ed-design
analysi s
of
variance
(ANOV A) w ith the group and subjects’ sex and
with repeated measures of the mean score s for
labelled and non-labelled pictures w as performed.
The analysis revealed main effects of labelling
and group, F(1, 84) = 10.0, P < .015; F(2, 84) =
5.7 , P < .005 , respectively , as w ell as an interaction betw een labelling and group, F(2, 84) = 8.0,
P < .000 6. Portraits of people labelled as artists
(M = 4.40 ) and homosexuals (M = 4.31) w ere
rated as the most attractive, w hereas portraits of
people labelled as mental patients w ere rated as
the least attractive (M = 4.01). Planned comparisons w ithin each group yielded main effect of
labelling only for mental patients, w hose mean
attractive ness rating for the portraits assig ned
was signi® cantly low er (M = 4.01 ) than the rating s
for the remaining non-labelled portraits (M =
4.4 4), F(1, 23) = 17 .5, P < .000 4. To examine

the effect of the group on the number of target
persons assigne d to each label group, a 3 (group)
3 2 (se x) ANOVA w as conduc ted on the number
of labelled persons. The analy sis did not yield any
signi® c ant differences (Table 4).
As in the previous study, w e examined the
correlations betw een the number of times each
picture w as selected w ithin each label group.
There w ere positive but w eak (and nonsigni ® cant)
correlations betw een the artists and the homose xuals, r = .32 (N = 16), and between the artists and
the mental patients (r = .22), and virtuall y no
correlation betw een the mental patients and the
homosexuals (r = .07).
In addition, w e examined the c orrelations
betw een the number of times each picture w as
selected w ithin each label group in Study 3 and
Study 4. We found high correlation betwe en the
pictures assigned to the homosexual label in the
tw o studies, r = .86, P < .0 001 (16 items), betw een
the pictures assig ned to the mental patie nts label,
r = .69 , P < .003, and betw een the pictures
assigne d to the artists label, r = .50, P < .0 5.

Discussion
The results did not con® rm the hy pothesis that
the free choice of target persons w ould slightl y
ov erstate the labellin g effect obtained in Study 3.
In fact, the ® nding s w ere almost identical to those
obtained in Study 3. They indicate d that w hen the
subjects attached labels of artist or homosexual to
target persons, their choice of stim uli w as not
affected by attractiveness level. In contrast,
w hen asked to attach the mental patient label,
the subjects chose less than averagely attractive
people. Thus, we may conclude that the number
of target persons the subjects labelled did not
affect their attractiveness judg ement.
The results also supported the reliability of the
picture selection in Study 3; we found high correlations between the pictures assig ned to each
label group in Study 3 and the picture assigned

TABLE 4
Attractiveness Score for Labelled and Non-labelled Stimulus People (Free Selection)

Label Group

N

Labelled
M (SD)

Non-labelled
M (SD)

F

No. labelled
M (SD)

Artis ts
Homosexuals
Mental patients

27
38
25

4.40 (0.38)
4.31 (0.35)
4.01 (0.38)

4.31 (0.14)
4.34 (0.10)
4.44 (0.13)

0.6
0.5
17.5*

4.19 (1.42)
4.37 (2.02)
4.40 (1.73)

*P < .001.
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to the same label group in Study 4. These correlations suggest that the self-generate d labelling of
certain faces is not arbitrary , although not necessarily valid, but based on certain schem ata that are
shared by a large social group.

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSIONS
This study focused on the extent labels de termine
social judgements, and more speci® cally on the
effect of several labe lling procedures on attractiveness judg ements of social deviants. As a
w hole, ® nding s of the four studies indicate that
the labelling procedures may play an important
role in affecting attractiveness judg ements.
Study 1 em ployed abstract labelling, w hich
resulted in great differences in the attractiveness
judgements of various groups . In the next three
studies, w here concrete labelling was employed,
deviancy had smaller effect on attractiveness. In
the imposed labelling condition (Study 2), labelling a target person as a homosexual, but not as a
mental patie nt, caused a decrease in his attractiveness evaluatio n as compared to judgements w ithout any label. In the se lf-generated labelling
condition (Studies 3 and 4), how ever, labelling a
person as a mental patient but not as a hom osexual caused a decrease in his attractiveness evaluation as compared to judgements without any label.
The difference in magnitude betw een abstract
labelling and concrete labelling is a result of the
activation of different stereotypes. In Study 1,
subjects foc use d on the schematic label rather
than on personal features and only few com peting representations could disrupt their representation of the schema. In Studies 2± 4, how ever,
subjects w ere exposed to perceptual images of
individual s rather than general imag es of a group
to which they w ere supposed to belong , and
several unknow n competing real or pe rceived
features of each target could interfere w ith their
judg ement.
The limited variation in attrac tiveness judgement obtaine d in Studies 2± 4 suggests that in the
case of physical attractiveness, at le ast, individuating target case information outw eighs categorybased information (c f. Eagly et al., 19 91). This is
because attractiveness judg ement appears to be
affected by multitude (physical) characteristics
rather than by a few basic categories. Furthermore, attractiveness judgement is essentiall y
based on the characteristics of the stimulus person
and to a m uch le sser exte nt on the characteristics

or disposition of the beholder (Kowner & Ogawa,
1995) . Admittedly, the target persons use d here
had no relation to the labels and thus they preclude an assessment of the physical evaluation of
social deviant groups in Japan. Nevertheless, it is
argued that even if adequate samples of homosexuals, mental patients, or artists had been used,
attractiveness evaluatio n would have been much
less polari zed than unde r abstract labelling .
These ® nding s differ substantiall y from the
® nding s of Farina, Fischer, Boudreau, and Be nt
(1996), who concluded that the abstractness of the
mentally troubled individua l does not appear to
in¯ uence social stigmatization importantly . Farina et al. attempted to examine the effect of ® ve
different levels of abstractness (reading a transcript of an interview, listening to a recording of
it, w atching it on a video, hearing it live, and
watching it live) on judgement of the level of
sociability and achievement of a person labelled
as ex-mental patie nt versus controls. The results
indicated the existe nce of an unsystematic effect
of abstractness on achievement, and that the subjects remembered a decreased number of aspects
of the target person w ith increasing reality of the
target person. The lack of strong effec t of
abstractness in the study of Farina et al. may be
attribute d to the fact that, eve n in the most
abstract, and supposedly the least individuatin g,
level, there w ere many personal details about the
targets. In addition, the decreasing level of
abstractness had little to do with the features
evaluated, w hereas in the present study the
change in level of abstractness adds much information about the features the subjects are asked to
judge .
There w ere also differences between the
effects of imposed labelling (Study 2) and selfgenerated labelling (Studies 3± 4) on attractiveness judg ement, as in the former procedure one
group (hom osexuals ) was exclusively ``de rogated’ ’ w hereas in the latter procedure another
group (mental patients) w as exlusiv ely ``de rogated’ ’ . Several factors that underlie these two
types of labelling procedures may account for
the ® ndings . The ® rst difference is that in
imposed labelling , the demand for attractiveness
judg ement is ov ert, whereas in self-generated
labelling it is cov ert. This im plies that social
attitudes tow ard labelled targets may affect their
judg ement only in the overt labelling , whereas
the ge nuine schema regarding the appearance
and attractiveness of labelled targets m ay appear
in the cov ert labelling.

DEVIANCE AND APPEARANCE STEREO TYPING

These differences betw een imposed and selfgenerated labelling suggest that the tw o labels,
mental patie nts and homosexual , differ substantially. The data suggest that our subjects genuinely believed that targets labelled as mental
patients are less attractive than non-patie nts, but
they have no such underlying schema regarding
the appearance of homose xuals . As for affective
attitudes, the subjects appeared to have greater
negative attitudes tow ard homosexual s than mental patients, or at least they w ere less inclined to
mask these attitudes when they w ere aw are of the
task of attractiveness judg ement. Thus, w hen the
subjects conducted impose d labelling , in w hich
they w ere aw are of the task, their need to represent a benevolent and ``liberal ’ ’ facade amended
the negativ e schema they held regarding m ental
patients’ appearance, whereas the negative attitudes they held toward homosexuals had a detrimental effect on their judg ement of appearance.
In contrast, whe n the subjects conducted selfgenerated labelling , in which they w ere unaw are
of the task, they considered only mental patients
as less attractive than non-labelled people.
The high correlations found betwe en the portraits selected in each group in Study 3 and Study
4 suggest that the subjects he ld a distinct image
regarding the typical face pertinent to each label.
The limited number of fac es used precluded a
thorough e xamination of the typical portrait associated with each label. Nevertheless, the reliabl e
distribution of facial selection indicates that there
are one or more typical faces that laymen deem to
® t a description of various deviants . The observation that faces can serve as stimuli triggering
consensual stereotypical responses w as earlier
demonstrated by Goldstein, Chance, and Gilbert
(1984). They found that certain photos w ere
selected by the majority of raters as a ``mass
murderer’’ , ``armed robber’ ’ , or ``rapist’ ’ , while
others w ere se lected as a ``medical doctor’ ’ , ``clergyman’ ’ , or ``eng ineer’ ’ . These ® nding s bring to
mind Lombroso’ s theory, yet there is no clear
evidence regarding the link betw een certain physiognomy and criminality. It is all an imag e.
These ® nding s do have, how ever, great importance in the court, w here judges or jurors might
harbour similar preconceptions or merely associate
low attractiveness w ith deviancy (for a review on
the effect of attractiveness in court, see B ull &
Rumse y, 19 88).
After examining attractiveness ratings in the
present study, w e ought to re-evaluate the subjects’ belie fs regarding the labels use d, especially
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their attitudes toward homosexual s and mental
patients. As stereotypes of deviancy are customarily associated w ith lower rating s of physi cal
attractiveness, the ® nding s indicate that both
m en and women in Japan share strong negativ e
stereotypes toward mental patients. The negativ e
attitude tow ard homosexuals, how ever, appears to
be more pronounc ed among m en. The data also
suggests that current notions of social desirability
dictate stronger negative attitudes tow ard homosexuals than tow ard mental patients. The attitudes
tow ard homosexual s and mental patients
expresse d by the Japanese male raters in the present study resemble those found in tw o studies
conducted earlier in the USA (Simmons, 1969 ;
Ward, 1979).
All in all, the Japanese attitudes toward deviants revealed in this study resem ble the negativ e
attitudes found earlier in other Western countries,
and thus they suggest that the link betw een
deviancy and perception of low attractiveness
m ay have some univ ersal roots. As such, this
study provides cross-cultural support for the role
of stereotypes in attractiveness judg ement of
soc ial deviants , as w ell as advancing the univ ersal
notion of social cognition .

The Labelling, Stereotyping, and
Processing Pattern
Abstract labelling obviously leads to great differences betw een attractiveness judge ments of various groups as it activates crude categories
w ithout any individuation . When conducting concrete labelling , how ever, raters face a narrower
range of attractiveness as compared to the imagery range. Studies 2± 4 stimuluated categorybased representation (top-dow n processing), in
w hich the target persons (w ith the exception of
individuatin g features that w ould be attached
directly to the speci® c object) were associated
w ith the category (Brew er, 1988) . B eing unfamiliar with the targets and having virtuall y no inform ation about them other than the labels, subjects
w ere unabl e to move to a stage of personali zation.
How ever, it is suggested that increasing familiarity w ith a labelled target has a tendency to reduce
extreme stereotypes even further, because there is
a chang e from category-based structure to a personali zed structure of information processing
(bottom-up processing). This effect of familiarity
is similar to Kunda and Thagard’ s (1996 ) parall elconstraints-satisfaction theory, which assumes that
soc ial stereotypes and individuatin g information
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constrain each others’ meaning and jointl y in¯ uence impressions of individuals. In a person-base d
representation, attractiveness judg ement is the
closest to a no-label condition since group targets
are labelled as subordinate to the concept of each
targe t.
The correlations found betw een rating s for
each picture under the three labels in Studies 3
and 4 indicate that people are processing perceptual stimuli by a matching-to-sample tec hnique.
Goldstein et al. (1984 ) suggested that the sample
is a prototypic image or a memory representation
of a face, or, in our c ase, a subjects’ schema of the
prototypic face of homosexual versus non-homosexual face, mental patient versus non-mental
patient, and artist versus non-artist. Indeed, the
contemporary approach to stereotypes contains a
sem inal assumption; Stangor and Lange (1994, p.
36 1) maintain that ``people possess abstract
know ledg e representations of the characteristics
that they perceive to be true of the members of
social groups’ ’ . Moreov er, B rew er and Lui’ s
(1983, cited by B rewer, 19 88) study indicates
that people have and access visual representation
of social categorie s more than corresponding verbal labels. In other w ords, they easily agree on the
photos that match personality and behavioural
attributes characterizing members of a certain
social category, but ® nd it dif® cult to provide a
verbal label for these person types.
The differential effect of various labelling patterns calls for greater attention from social psychologists
when conducting
research on
stereotyping , prejudice, and labelling . Researchers ought to de® ne the mode of labelling used in
their study and be aw are that impression formation may vary if a different labellin g pattern w ere
to be employed.

Physical Attractiveness Stereotypes
of Social Deviants: Is There a ``K ernel
of Truth’’?
A ® nal issue concerns the validity of attractiveness judg ement of people labelled as deviants .
There is no doubt that people’ s perceptions may
often ac curately re¯ ect social reality (e.g . Higgins
& Bargh, 1987 ; Jussim, 1989). Further, people
display a disposition to build cate gories around
feature co-occurences, w hich are assumed to parallel the distributio n of attributes in the real world
of objects (R osch, 1978) . Yet, is this assumption
valid to social cognition of deviancy? Althoug h
there is no evidence that certain physiognomic

fe atures are more common among people of a
speci® c form of social deviancy, several studies
have show n that people suffering from mental
illness were rated as less attractive. Farina et al.
(1977) found that female mental patients w ere
decidedly less physically attractive than normal
controls. Furthermore, among mental patients,
less attractive patients had more severe diagnosis
and w ere hospitali zed for long er periods. In a
second study concerning disc harged mental
patients of both se xes, Farina, Austad, Burns,
Bugglin, and Fisc her (1986) found that the more
physically attractive patients stayed out of the
hospital long er.
In contrast to the plausibl e link betw een mental
disorder and low attractiveness, homose xual men
may actually be more attractive than heterosexuals. Gays’ concern for physi cal appearance,
Symons (1979, p. 204) argued, is ``not because
they are as a group, effeminate, but simply because
they fac e the same problem that heterosexual
women face: they w ish to be sexually attractive
to males, and males asse ss sexual attractiveness
primarily on the basis of physical appearance’ ’ .
Gangestad (1993) contended that human sexual
selection tends to favour individual s w ho epitomize their gender characteristics. This means that
the presence of distinctive visibl e gender characteristics, and the lack of distinctive characteristics
of the opposite gende r, are important determinants of physic al attractiveness, because they
indicate a maximization of the reproductive prospects. Kite and Deaux (1987) pointed out that
homosexual men are commonly perceiv ed as
being ``feminine’’ and possessing a ``high-pitched
voice’ ’ , w hile lesbians are perceiv ed as be ing
``masculine’ ’ and having ``short hair’ ’ . Althoug h
rapidl y changing, the common images of homosexuals , as removed from their gender archetype,
may explai n their low attractiveness in the eyes of
certain heterosexuals. The question is, indeed,
whether gays are more effeminate and thus more
recognizable?
Althoug h there is not enoug h data to answ er
this question, there is much heuristic value in
Becker’ s (1963, p. 9) de® nition of deviant people
as those ``to whom that label has successfully
been applied’ ’ . Similarly , Scheff (1966) argued
that, w ithout labelling , most residual rule-bre aking committed by the mentally ill will be ignored
or denied and pass away as a matter of transitory
signi® cance. Thus, it seems reasonabl e to assume
that homosexuals ’ beauty is not derogated unless
recognized as such.

DEVIANCE AND APPEARANCE STEREO TYPING

The evidence for the existence of an occasional
kernal of truth regarding the attractiveness judg ement of people labelled as deviants suggests that
sometim es people’ s perceptions may accurately
re¯ ect social reality. Nevertheless, the general
conclusion of this study supports the notion that
social pe rception often creates, rather than
re¯ ects, social reality .
Manuscript ® rst received April 1997
Re vised manuscript accepted August 1997
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